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Abstract 

Ergonomics analyses examine design parameters of work processes, e.g. postures and movements or action forces, with 

the aim of assessing work systems or work processes with regard to feasibility and long-term tolerability. Numerous 

applications of ergonomics analysis at "normal" industrial and service workplaces can be found in the relevant literature 

as well as in practical field studies. In contrast, there are only a few methodical presentations of ergonomics analysis 

under critical working and environmental conditions, e.g. in fire brigade and medical emergency operations, in heat and 

cold environments, in radioactive contamination of workplaces, etc. With the EAS, a procedure for video-supported 

activity sampling analysis is presented. Based on case studies from aircraft de-icing, it is shown that video-based activity 

sampling studies allow a well-founded analysis of postures and movements with a cost-benefit ratio that is acceptable to 

the analyst. 
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Introduction 

Since the times of Frank and Lillian Gilbreth , the 
analysis of the design status of a work system and the 
ergonomic evaluation of work processes have moved not 
only the relevant technical disciplines, but above all also 
the practitioners of industrial engineering in the 
companies. In order to not only endure the conflicting 
objectives between humanity and economy, but also to 
find a solution acceptable to both business parties, precise 
knowledge of working postures and movements, the 
required action forces, the repetitiveness of working 
actions and the time requirements of individual tasks is 
required. Of course, the increasingly significant 

psychological stress and physico-chemical environmental 
influences are then added - but this is not the subject of 
this paper.  

 
Work analyses [1,2] are performed, since questions of 

efficiency and effectiveness of work and possible 
optimisations have been an issue for superiors for many 
centuries [3]. But these were often primitive approaches 
based on the method of looking closely. In principle, there 
have been two quite contradictory approaches in the past: 
the questioning of superiors or the job holder themselves, 
or time measurement. The survey on the physical stress 
experienced or classified by the supervisor can show 
large deficits with regard to validity, objectivity and test-
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retest reliability. The time measurement of individual 
tasks can only be assigned to typical postures and 
movements afterwards. The next step would then be to 
derive requirements for the musculoskeletal system - but 
this was often omitted. In fact, no evaluations of these two 
approaches to validity, objectivity, reliability etc. were 
known until the second half of the 20th century. 
Questionnaires or forms regarding the work situation are 
usually nominal or ordinally scaled and therefore show 
weaknesses with regard to the precise derivation of 
design measures. Time measurements of working 
processes are on a metric scale level, and therefore allow 
valid statements regarding the workload duration, but are 
complex and not very productive with regard to the 
workload magnitude. With the development of systems of 
predetermined motion times (PMTS), e.g. MTM, MOST or 
Work factor, instruments have been available since the 
end of the Second World War which allowed profound 
statements on the "atomic" level of work processes - the 
PMTS alone were even more complex than stopwatch 
measurements. The interpretation of their results was 
also primarily aimed at productivity, not humanity. Only 
in the last two decades, at least for MTM, a determined 
focus on ergonomic design and support in solving the 
conflict of objectives between economy and humanity is 
noticed [4]. If the metaphor "quantum leap" is to be used, 
the development of the Ergonomic Assessment 
Worksheet (EAWS) [5] and its integration into the MTM 
process under the caption "Human Work Design" [6] is an 
innovation. However, this approach is even more complex 
than time study and, under cost-benefit considerations, 
can only be justified ex-ante in the planning stage of new 
work systems and only with computer support. 

 
This raises the question of an ergonomically valid 

procedure for analysing the current state of work systems 
and work processes, using the current wealth of 
knowledge and experience but acceptable from a 
procedural point of view. Once an application economic 
ergonomics analysis has been developed, it would be the 
screening procedure of the first stage in a two-stage 
model. In the second, more detailed step, for example, the 
EAWS could then be used as an elaborate, detailed 
procedure. 
 

Current State of Research 

Ergonomics Analysis and Analysis Effort 

This section examines the current state of research 
exclusively with regard to procedurally acceptable 
ergonomics analyses for actual states of work systems or 
work processes. In this paper we continue to limit 
ourselves solely to the analysis of musculo-skeletal 
requirements. 

To this end, the following questions must first be clarified: 
1. What are "ergonomics analyses"? 
2. What is "procedurally acceptable"? 
 
1) Ergonomic analyses examine design parameters of 
work processes, e.g. postures and movements or action 
forces, with the aim of assessing work systems or work 
processes with regard to feasibility and long-term 
tolerability. The concept of ergonomics analysis is 
therefore much narrower than that of work analysis 
already mentioned above. There are numerous synopses 
(examples: [7-9]) on the methods and results of 
ergonomics analysis, so that a further overview is 
unnecessary here. 
 
2) Industrial practitioners could expect a statement - at 
least at the level of a traffic light display (DIN ISO/TR 
14121 [10]) - on the current design state after a site 
inspection, some kind of actual recording, a subsequent 
evaluation and ergonomic evaluation with a lower analyst 
effort, for example, smaller than a multiple of the time per 
unit te (unit time) still to be determined [11]. 
 

This means that data must be collected until an almost 
representative picture of the existing musculo-skeletal 
requirements has been achieved. For the 
operationalisation of the word "representative", for 
example, a system of physical requirements can be used 
(on "arbeitswissenschaftlichen Repräsentativität: [12]). 
An activity sample representative of physical work must 
ensure that the entire spectrum of 
• Static posture work; 
• Static strenuous work; 
• Heavy dynamic muscle work; 
• One-sided dynamic muscle work and; 
• Sensor motor work. 
- If available in individual cases - can be mapped and 
analysed. 
 

Ergonomic Assessment Worksheet (EAWS) 

The Ergonomic Assessment Worksheet (EAWS; [5,13-
15]) is a tool for the holistic evaluation of physical 
workloads. It is implemented in digital human models like 
JACK [16] and serves as an ergonomic evaluation tool 
within EMA (IMK-EMA [17]) and MTM ergonomics [18]. 
EAWS and all references mentioned here are assumed to 
be known.  
 

The application of MTM - and thus also of EAWS in 
MTM ergonomics - is time-consuming. For a one minute 
execution time e.g. with MTM-UAS 15-30 minutes analysis 
time (plus EAWS-coding time) are required [12]. For a 
situation analysis of an existing work system, this effort is 
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often unacceptable - in contrast to computer-supported 
planning analyses for work systems that do not yet exist. 

 
This raises the question of a procedure based on the 

EAWS items and the EAWS system for the rapid analysis 
of an existing work system. MTM has presented some 
approaches (DMTM [19]). However, the reference to 
video-supported analyses of a current state is missing 
here. In line with this deficit, an attempt is being made to 
take account of the development of the EAS. 
 

Activity Sampling Method 

In the activity sampling procedure, the frequency of 
occurrence of tasks or their ergonomic properties are 
determined with the aid of random short-term 
observations. This can be done directly at the workplace 
or via video analysis. Large sample sizes provide a 
realistic picture of the actual situation. Activity sampling 
has been known for almost a hundred years and is quite 
often used to improve the organisation of work and 
operations. Haller-Wedel has described the method and 
application in details [20]. Some applications of the 
activity sampling in ergonomics are described in the 
literature [8,21,22].  
 
The following conditions must be met when conducting 
an activity sampling [4]: 
• Representativeness: "typical" conditions exist in the 

period covered; 
• Randomness: every point in time in the collection 

period and thus every occurrence is included in the 
survey with equal probability; 

• Sample size: A sufficiently large number is observed for 
the performance or property of interest in order to 
accurately estimate the true proportional values. 

 
The statistical determination equations of the activity 

sampling (absolute and relative confidence interval, 
number of observations required, etc.) are described in 
detail in Haller-Wedel, so that they need not be repeated 
here [20]. 
 

Ovako Working Posture Assessment System 
(OWAS) Procedure 

The OWAS method [23,24] has the longest tradition in the 
combination of posture analysis and activity sampling. An 
analyst classifies each observation: 
• Head position (5 variants); 
• Weight or power requirements (3 variants); 
• Leg position (7 variants); 
• Arm position (3 variants); 
• back posture (4 variants); 

In addition to the head positions, 84 OWAS basic 
positions are possible, which the analyst can use as a 
computer or paper-based classification aid [25]. After 
determining the frequency of position combinations, 
classes of measures and emergency instructions for the 
redesign of workplaces are derived. There are numerous 
applications of the OWAS method, therefore only a few 
occupational studies are mentioned here as examples: 
position analyses in nursing activities, for car mechanics, 
for carpentry work or for construction [26-29]. 
 

A serious disadvantage of the OWAS process is that it 
is neither integrated as a "stand-alone process" into a 
comprehensive workload/strain analysis and system [30] 
nor can technical-ergonomic or organizational design 
recommendations be derived. 
 

Other Activity Sampling Methods in Ergonomics 

Kee and Karwowski [31] compared three observation 
methods for posture analysis, OWAS, RULA and REBA, 
and came to the conclusion that all three methods 
underestimate the workload of static posture work. 
Walker, et al. [32] has an analytical approach that makes 
use of activity sampling. Among other methods, 
Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA) is provided. However, a 
discussion of physical stress factors in the sense of this 
article is missing. 

 
The article by Buchholz, et al. [33] deals with non-

repetitive work, especially in the construction industry. 
The article by Janowitz, et al. [8] deals with work in 
hospitals. 
 

Video-Supported Ergonomics Analysis 

Up to now, the main focus of video-supported 
ergonomics analysis has been on movement analysis in 
sports and rehabilitation. Individual studies deal with the 
simulation-based validation of ergonomics with the help 
of digitally described human movements [34]. Software 
manufacturers for work and time studies now also offer 
video-based analyses (DMC-ORTIM [35]).  
 

Working Hypotheses in the Development of 
the EAS 

From the methodological deficits of other procedural 
approaches described in Section 2, the following working 
hypotheses can be derived, which should form the basis 
for the development of an ergonomic survey procedure 
based on activity sampling: 

Content 

• The procedure should be classified in a 
workload/strain system; 
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• It should be possible to derive design deficits or design 
requirements of workplaces from the process results; 

• The procedure is intended to capture all essential 2D 
and 3D body postures; 

• The procedure should be compatible with the EAWS 
survey method and results; 

• It should be possible to derive a cadastre with the 
physical requirements of the examined work centre 
collective from the procedure. 

 

Formal 

1. The procedure must meet the usual test statistical 
criteria of validity, objectivity, etc. [36]; 

2. The application economy must be satisfactory; in 
particular, the process effort must be significantly 
lower than the application of the EAWS; 

3. The procedure should be designed as activity sampling 
and must at least partially meet the conditions of 
activity sampling (see above); 

4. The procedure must above all be accessible to video-
supported classification.  

 

Methodology 

EAS contains 27 items to analyse  
• Body postures and body movements; 
• Static and dynamic action forces; 
• Manual materials handling. 
 

Body postures may be analysed in a 3-dimensional 
way in order to consider trunk rotation, lateral bending 
and far reach positions. Loads and action forces F < 30-40 
N are included when analysing postures. Only exceeding 
loads and forces should be separately analysed in sections 
B and C. 
The EAS-structure - derived from EAWS-structure - is as 
follows (Table 1): 

 
A) Postures Item 

Standing 

1 upright standing with suitable support 
2 standing or walking, no body support 
3 bent forward (20°- 60°), no support 
4 bent forward (20°- 60°), with suitable support 
5 strongly bent forward >60°, no support 
6 strongly bent forward >60°, with suitable support 
7 upright arms at/above shoulder level 
8 upright arms above head level 

Sitting 

9 
upright with back support 

slightly bent forward or 
slightly bent backward 

10 upright no back support 
11 bent forward 
12 upright arms at/above shoulder level 
13 upright, arms above head level 

Kneeling or crouching 
14 upright 
15 bent forward 
16 arms at/above shoulder level 

Lying & climbing 
17 lying on back, breast or side, arms above head 
18 climbing 

B) Action forces 
19 load onto fingers (e.g. clips, plugs) 
20 action forces required (loads  see below) 

C) Manual materials 
handling 

21 reposition, carrying and holding (loads >2 kg) 
22 pushing and pulling (trolleys etc. >40 kg) 

D) Extras: Whole body 

23 working on moving objects 
24 accessibility (e.g. entering motor or passenger compartment) 
25 vibration, counter shocks, pulses 
26 joint position (especially wrist) 

27 
special load situations 

(please describe in detail) 

Table1: EAS-structure and contents (overview). 
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Each of the 27 items has an item number, a description, and a relevant pictogram (Figure 1). 
 

 

Figure1: Structure of an EAS item (example). 
 

As for working postures, we are distinguishing 
between 2D and 3D. 2D means that the body of the 
worker might be mapped in a two-axes-graph. Very often 
the workers are rotating or laterally bending their trunk 
or doing a far reach; this has been named as 3D. 

 
EAS is designed for video use with a double screen or a 

correspondingly large screen, which allows parallel work 

with Media player and Excel. Details of posture and body 
movement should be well recognized. The estimation of 
the force application by video observation alone is 
naturally difficult, so that for the corresponding EAS items 
(Table 1) only a very rough estimate can be expected. 
 
The following Figure 2 shows sections from the Excel user 
interfaces. 

 

 

Figure2: Sections of the Excel user interface. 
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EAS provides the user with a raw data matrix for all 
workstations or work processes examined, which can be 
printed out or processed further if required. Relative 
frequencies are determined for all items as well as for the 
subgroups of posture (standing, sitting, other). Statistical 
tests of the collected data material are performed with the 
exported data matrix outside of EAS. 

 
A work system cadastre can be generated. For this the 

classifications are evaluated analogous to the EAWS 
criteria for each workplace and entered in a level, e.g. 
from the two summary variables posture and further 
physical stress factors. 
 

Evaluation of the EAS 

In accordance with the above explanations of 
ergonomic science representativeness, 10 video studies 
were selected from workplaces covering the most 
important physical requirements: static posture work and 
static strenuous work, heavy and one-sided dynamic 
muscle work and sensorimotor work. The validity and 

inter-rater reliability of the EAS was examined using 
these video films [37].  
 

Application example 

The EAS was used for the first time in a study on 
centralized aircraft de-icing [37-39], a highly critical and 
reliable activity held before plane take-off. Ethical 
approval for this study was given by the Ethical 
Committee of École de technologie supérieure, in 
Montreal (Canada), on November 2016. The working 
system of open-basket aircraft de-icers is described in 
details in the publications cited. It is a psychophysically 
very strenuous work in which static posture work, static 
strenuous work and the entire physical-chemical 
environmental influences play a major role. Here - as with 
many other activities - direct on-site analysis is not 
permitted for safety reasons. Video analysis is therefore 
imperative. 

 
Figure 3 shows an example of a de-icer’s EAS analysis. The 
classification took place in 10-second intervals.  

 
 

 

Figure 3: Body postures for de-icer no. 10 (example) as result of an EAS analysis. 
 
 

A total of 11 video recordings of complete de-icing 
shifts were obtained. Each video file contains recordings 
made with three cameras, two of which were anchored on 

the basket at right angles to each other, the third located 
in the control tower and filming the overall scene. 
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The video-supported time study reported in this paper 
is based on an excerpt of between 0.75 and 1.5 hours' 
duration from the recording of the full shift. We made 
every endeavor to select only representative excerpts 
from the recordings, but were unable to do this in some 
cases because of extreme weather conditions that made 
video recording impossible, especially during heavy 
nocturnal snowfall. A total of 11 EAS-studies were 
performed with 11 human participants during the period 
from December 2016 to March 2017. 
 

In this case, the analyst needed about 1.5 hours for the 
coding. The increased EAS coding time compared to the 
real video runtime of 37 minutes results from multiple 
views of the three camera images and slow-motion 
analyses. 
 

Discussion and Outlook 

Ergonomics analyses examine design parameters of work 
processes, e.g. postures and movements or action forces, 
with the aim of assessing work systems or work 
processes with regard to feasibility and long-term 
tolerability. Numerous applications of ergonomics 
analysis at "normal" industrial and service workplaces 
can be found in the relevant literature as well as in 
practical field studies. In contrast, there are only a few 
methodical explanations for ergonomics analysis under 
critical working and environmental conditions, e.g. in fire 
brigade and medical emergency operations, in heat and 
cold environments, in radioactive contamination of 
workplaces, etc. With the EAS, a procedure for video-
supported activity sampling analysis is presented. Based 
on case studies from aircraft de-icing, we have shown that 
video-based activity sampling studies allows a well-
founded analysis of postures and movements with a cost-
benefit ratio that is acceptable to the analyst. 
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